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Abstract
Designing efficient dynamic graph algorithms against an adaptive adversary is a major goal in
the field of dynamic graph algorithms and has witnessed many exciting recent developments in,
e.g., dynamic matching (Wajc STOC’20) and decremental shortest paths (Chuzhoy and Khanna
STOC’19). Compared to other graph primitives (e.g. spanning trees and matchings), designing such
algorithms for graph spanners and (more broadly) graph sparsifiers poses a unique challenge since
there is no fast deterministic algorithm known for static computation and the lack of a way to adjust
the output slowly (known as “small recourse/replacements”).
This paper presents the first non-trivial efficient adaptive algorithms for maintaining many
sparsifiers against an adaptive adversary. Specifically, we present algorithms that maintain
1. a polylog(n)-spanner of size Õ(n) in polylog(n) amortized update time,
2. an O(k)-approximate cut sparsifier of size Õ(n) in Õ(n1/k ) amortized update time, and
3. a polylog(n)-approximate spectral sparsifier in polylog(n) amortized update time.
Our bounds are the first non-trivial ones even when only the recourse is concerned. Our results
hold even against a stronger adversary, who can access the random bits previously used by the
algorithms and the amortized update time of all algorithms can be made worst-case by paying
sub-polynomial factors. Our spanner result resolves an open question by Ahmed et al. (2019)
and our results and techniques imply additional improvements over existing results, including (i)
answering open questions about decremental single-source shortest paths by Chuzhoy and Khanna
(STOC’19) and Gutenberg and Wulff-Nilsen (SODA’20), implying a nearly-quadratic time algorithm
for approximating minimum-cost unit-capacity flow and (ii) de-amortizing a result of Abraham et
al. (FOCS’16) for dynamic spectral sparsifiers.
Our results are based on two novel techniques. The first technique is a generic black-box reduction
that allows us to assume that the graph is initially an expander with almost uniform-degree and,
more importantly, stays as an almost uniform-degree expander while undergoing only edge deletions.
The second technique is called proactive resampling: here we constantly re-sample parts of the
input graph so that, independent of an adversary’s computational power, a desired structure of the
underlying graph can be always maintained. Despite its simplicity, the analysis of this sampling
scheme is far from trivial, because the adversary can potentially create dependencies between the
random choices used by the algorithm. We believe these two techniques could be useful for developing
other adaptive algorithms.
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1

Introduction

Dynamic graph algorithms maintain information in an input graph undergoing edge updates,
which typically take the form of edge insertions and deletions. Many efficient algorithms
have been developed in this setting, such as those for maintaining a minimum spanning tree,
maximum matching, shortest distances, and sparsifiers. However, many of these algorithms
are randomized and, more importantly, make the so-called oblivious adversary assumption,
which assumes that each update given to the algorithm cannot depend on answers of the
algorithm to earlier queries. In other words, the entire update sequence is fixed by some
adversary in advance, and then each update is given to the algorithm one by one. This
assumption is crucial for many recent advances in the design of efficient randomized algorithms
for dynamic problems (e.g. [68, 63, 35, 22, 10, 1, 82, 9, 25]).
The oblivious-adversary assumption significantly limits the use of dynamic algorithms
in certain interactive environments and, in particular, the setting where these dynamic
algorithms are employed as subroutines for other algorithms. For example, the recent
partially-dynamic single-source shortest paths algorithm without this assumption [21] has
been used to obtain an almost-linear time approximate min-cost flow and balanced separator
algorithm in the static setting (see also, e.g., [17, 16, 61, 62, 42, 43], for prior attempts in this
direction). In addition, [40] pointed out that their goal of computing a (static) short cycle
decomposition could have been achieved easily using existing dynamic spanner algorithms,
if such algorithms worked without the oblivious-adversary assumption. Because of this,
designing dynamic algorithms without the oblivious adversary assumption has become a
major goal in the field of dynamic graph algorithms in recent years. We call such algorithms
adaptive and say that they work against an adaptive adversary.
Thanks to the recent efforts in developing adaptive algorithms, such algorithms now
exist for maintaining a number of graph primitives, such as minimum spanning trees with
bounded worst-case update time [41, 77, 76, 88], partially-dynamic single-source shortest
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paths [50, 42, 17, 18, 16, 62, 61, 60], and fully-dynamic matching [26, 27, 28, 29, 87]. This
line of research on dynamic graph algorithms has also brought new insights on algorithm
design in the static setting (e.g. flow, vertex connectivity, matching, and traveling salesman
problem [73, 42, 86, 37, 38]). One very recent exciting application is the use of an adaptive
dynamic algorithm called expander decomposition to compute maximum-weight matching
and related problems in nearly-linear time on moderately dense graphs [86].

Graph sparsifiers
Despite the fast recent progress, very little was known for certain important primitives, like
maintaining graph sparsifiers against an adaptive adversary. To formalize our discussion, we
say that a sparsifier of a graph G = (V, E) is a sparse graph H = (V, E ′ ) that approximately
preserves properties of G, such as all cuts (cut sparsifiers), all-pairs distances (spanners),
and spectral properties (spectral sparsifiers). For any integer α ≥ 1, an α-spanner of graph
G = (V, E) is a subgraph H such that for any pair of nodes (u, v), the distance between u
and v in H is at most α times their distance in G. An α-cut sparsifier of G is a sparse graph
H that preserves all cut sizes up to an α factor: that is, δH (S) ∈ [δG (S), αδG (S)] for every
S ⊆ V , where δG (S) (respectively δH (S)) is the total weight of edges between S and V \ S
in G (respectively H) for any S ⊂ V . An α-spectral sparsifier is a sparse graph that provides
an even stronger guarantee than an α-cut sparsifier (see full version for the definition).
A dynamic algorithm for maintaining a spanner or a cut sparsifier is given a weighted
undirected n-node graph G to preprocess, and returns a spanner or cut-sparsifier H of G.
After this, it must process a sequence of updates, each of which is an edge insertion or deletion
of G. After each update, the algorithm outputs edges to be inserted and deleted to H so that
the updated H remains an α-spanner or cut-sparsifier of the updated G. The algorithm’s
performance is measured by the preprocessing time (the time to preprocess G initially); the
update time (the time to process each update); the stretch (the value of α); and the size
of the spanner (the number of edges). The update time is typically categorized into two
types: amortized case update time and worst case update time. The more desirable one is
the worst-case update time which holds for every single update. This is in contrast to an
amortized update time which holds “on average”; i.e., for any t, an algorithm is said to have
an amortized update time of t if, for any k, the total time it spends to process the first k
updates is at most kt.
Spanners and cut sparsifers are fundamental objects that have been studied extensively
in various settings (e.g., [5, 79, 11, 78, 44, 58, 57, 15, 53, 3, 4]). In the dynamic setting,
they have been actively studied since 2005 (e.g. [7, 51, 8, 48, 23, 10, 31, 20]). A fairly tight
algorithm with amortized update time for maintaining dynamic spanners was known in 2008
due to Baswana et al. [10]. For any k ≥ 1, their algorithm maintains, with high probability,
a (2k − 1)-spanner of size Õ(kn1+1/k ) in O(k 2 log2 n) amortized update time1 . The stretch
and size tradeoff is almost tight assuming Erdős’ girth conjecture, which implies that a
(2k − 1)-spanner must contain Ω(n1+1/k ) edges. Recently, Bernstein et al. [20] showed how
to “de-amortize” the result of Baswana et al. [10], giving an algorithm that in O(1)k log3 (n)
worst-case update time maintains, w.h.p., a (2k − 1)-spanner of size Õ(n1+1/k ).
We refer the reader to the full version for other related results and clear comparison. For
dynamic cut sparsifiers, the only result we are aware of is [1], which maintains a (1 + ϵ)-cut
sparsifier in polylogarithmic worst-case update time. [1] can also maintain a (1 + ϵ)-spectral
sparsifier within the same update time, but this holds only for the amortized update time.

1

Throughout, Õ hides O(polylog(n)) factors. With high probability (w.h.p.) means with probability at
least 1 − 1/nc for any constant c > 1.
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Similar to other dynamic algorithms, most existing dynamic spanner and cut sparsifier
algorithms are not adaptive. The exceptions are the algorithms of [7], which can maintain a
3-spanner (respectively a 5-spanner) of size O(n1+1/2 ) (respectively O(n1+1/3 )) in O(∆) time,
where ∆ is the maximum degree. These algorithms are deterministic, and thus work against
an adaptive adversary. Since ∆ can be as large as Ω(n), their update time is rather inefficient
as typically polylog(n) or no(1) update times are desired. Designing dynamic algorithms for
this low update time is one of the major objectives of our paper.

Challenges
Developing efficient adaptive algorithms for maintaining graph sparsifiers poses great challenges in the general research program towards adaptive dynamic algorithms. First, computing
many sparsifiers inherently relies on the use of randomness. Even in the static setting, existing fast algorithms for constructing cut and spectral sparsifiers are all randomized, and
known deterministic algorithms require Ω(n4 ) time [12, 89]. In fact, a nearly-linear time
deterministic algorithm for a certain cut sparsifier would resolve a major open problem
about computing the minimum cut deterministically [70, 56, 75]. Thus, in contrast to other
primitives, such as the minimum spanning tree or approximate maximum matching, for
which efficient deterministic algorithms exist in the static setting, there is little chance to
dynamically maintain sparsifiers deterministically. (Deterministic dynamic algorithms always
work against adaptive adversaries.)
Secondly, even if we allowed infinite update time and focused on the strictly simpler
objective of minimizing the changes in the maintained sparsifier (the so-called recourse
or replacements in online algorithms), it is unclear from existing techniques whether it is
possible to maintain such a sparsifier against an adaptive adversary while only making
(amortized) polylog(n) changes to the sparsifier per update to the input graph. For example,
an O(log n)-spanner of Õ(n) edges can be easily maintained with Õ(n) recourse per update
by replacing the entire spanner by a new one after every update. Is it possible that an
adversary who can see the output spanner can make a few changes to the graph so that a
new O(log n)-spanner has to change completely? An answer to this question is unclear. This
is in contrast to many dynamic graph primitives where bounding the changes is obvious
even against adaptive adversaries. For example, it can be easily shown that maintaining the
minimum spanning tree requires at most one edge insertion and one edge deletion after each
update to the input graph.
Designing algorithms with low recourse is a prerequisite for fast dynamic algorithms, and
there are several graph problems where low-recourse algorithms were the crucial bottleneck,
e.g. maximal independent set [33, 6, 36, 13, 74], planar embeddings [65, 66], and topological
sorting [19].The lack of recourse-efficient algorithms makes it very challenging to maintain
sparsifiers against an adaptive adversary.

1.1

Our Results

We show how to dynamically maintain both spanners, cut sparsifiers, and spectral sparsifiers
against an adaptive adversary in poly-logarithmic update time and recourse. We summarize
these results as follows:
▶ Theorem 1 (Adaptive Spanner). There is a randomized adaptive algorithm that, given
an n-vertex graph undergoing edge insertions and deletions, with high probability, explicitly
maintains a polylog(n)-spanner of size Õ(n) using polylog(n) amortized update time.
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▶ Theorem 2 (Adaptive Cut Sparsifier). There is a randomized adaptive algorithm that, given
an n-vertex graph undergoing edge insertions and deletions and a parameter k ≥ 1, with high
probability, maintains an O(k)-cut sparsifier of size Õ(n) using Õ(n1/k ) amortized update
time, which is polylog(n) time when k = log n.
▶ Theorem 3 (Adaptive Spectral Sparsifier). There is a randomized adaptive algorithm
that, given an n-vertex graph undergoing edge insertions and deletions, with high probability,
maintains a polylog(n)-spectral sparsifier of size Õ(n) using polylog(n) amortized update
time.
All results above hold even against a stronger adversary, called randomness-adaptive
in [76]. This adversary can access the random bits previously used by our algorithms (but
not the future random bits). Theorem 1 is the first algorithm with o(n) update time against
an adaptive adversary, and answers the open problem in [2]. The only previous adaptive
algorithm is by [7] which can take O(n) update time. No non-trivial dynamic adaptive
algorithm for cut sparsifiers and spectral sparsifiers is known before Theorems 2 and 3.
Compared to results assuming the oblivious-adversary assumption (e.g. [10, 20, 1]),
our bounds are not as tight. For example, Theorem 1 does not achieve the standard
(2k − 1)-spanner with O(n1+1/k ) edges. One reason for this limitation is that it is not
clear if such trade-off is possible even when we focus on the recourse, as discussed above.
Maintaining spanners or other sparsifiers against adaptive adversaries with tight trade-offs
and polylogarithmic recourse is a challenging barrier that is beyond the scope of this paper.
Additionally, the sparse-spanner regime studied in this paper is generally the most useful for
applications to other problems (see discussion in Section 1.2); getting a sharper trade-off
would not lead to significant improvements for most of these applications.
√
2
All the above results can be deamortized.
For example, a 2O( log n log log(n)) -spanner of
√
size Õ(n) can be maintained in 2O( log n log log(n)) worst-case update time. Also, for any k, a
2O(k polylog(k)) -cut sparsifier of size Õ(n) can be maintained in Õ(n1/k ) worst-case time. In
particular, we can maintain an O(log∗ n)-cut sparsifier and an O(1)-cut sparsifier in no(1)
and nϵ time for any constant ϵ, respectively.
Our deamortization technique also implies, as a side result, the first non-trivial algorithm
with worst-case update time against an oblivious adversary for maintaining spectral sparsifiers.
▶ Theorem 4 (Oblivious Spectral Sparsifier). There is a randomized algorithm against an
oblivious adversary that, given an n-vertex graph undergoing edge insertions and deletions
and ϵ ≥
high probability, maintains a (1 + ϵ)-spectral sparsifier of size
√ 1/ polylog(n), with
3/4
n · 2O( log n) using 2O(log n) worst-case update time.
The previous algorithm by Abraham et al. [1] maintains a (1 + ϵ)-spectral sparsifier of size
Õ(n) using polylog(n) amortize update time. Further [1] asked if the update time can be
made worst-case. Theorem 4 answers this open question modulo no(1) factors.

1.2

Applications

Our results imply several interesting applications. Our first set of applications are for the
decremental (1 + ϵ)-approximate single-source shortest paths (SSSP) problem. There has
been a line of work [17, 16, 18, 62] on fast adaptive algorithms for solving this problem.

2

To do this, we use, e.g., the sparsification technique [49] and a sophisticated dynamic expander
decomposition; see Section 2.3 for an overview.
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Although all these algorithms are adaptive, they share a drawback that they cannot return the
shortest path itself; they can only maintain distance estimates. Very recently, Chuzhoy and
Khanna [42] showed a partial fix to this issue for some algorithms [17, 16] and consequently
obtained impressive applications to static flow algorithms. Unfortunately, this fix only applies
in a more restricted setting, and moreover it is not clear how the technique from [42] can be
used to fix the same issue in other algorithms (e.g. [18, 62]).
We show that our main result from Theorem 1 can be employed in a consistent and simple
way, such that the path-reporting issue in all previous algorithms in [17, 16, 18, 62] can be
fixed. This resolves an open question posed in multiple papers [16, 62, 42]. We summarize
these applications below:
▶ Corollary 5 (Fixing the path-reporting issue of [18, 62]). For any decremental unweighted
graph G = (V, E), fixed source s, and constant ϵ > 0, there is an adaptive algorithm B
that maintains the (1 + ϵ)-approximate distances from vertex s to every vertex v ∈ V and
supports corresponding shortest path queries. The algorithm B has expected total update time
mn0.5+o(1) , distance estimate query time O(log log n) and shortest path query time Õ(n).
Corollary 5 gives the first adaptive algorithm without the path-reporting issue that
can take o(n2 ) total update time. The next algorithm works on weighted graphs and is
near-optimal on dense graphs:
▶ Corollary 6 (Fixing the path-reporting issue of [17, 16]). For any decremental weighted graph
G = (V, E, w) with W being the ratio between maximum and minimum edge weight, fixed
source s, and ϵ > 0, there is an adaptive algorithm A that maintains the (1 + ϵ)-approximate
distances from vertex s to every vertex v ∈ V and supports corresponding shortest path
queries. The algorithm A has expected total update time Õ(n2 log W ), distance estimate
query time O(log log(nW )) and shortest path query time Õ(n log W ).
Corollary 6 can be compared to two previous results [42, 43]. In [42], their algorithm
requires slower n2+o(1) log W total update time, and needs to assume that the input graph
undergoes only vertex deletions which is more restrictive. So Corollary 6 strictly improves the
algorithm by [42]. In [43], they use very different techniques than ours and show an algorithm
with n2+o(1) log W total update time, distance query time O(log log(nW )), shortest path
query time O(|P |no(1) ) when a path P is returned, and is deterministic. This algorithm
is incomparable to Corollary 6. Our result has slightly faster total update time, but their
algorithm is deterministic and guarantees faster shortest path query time.
By plugging Corollary 6 into the standard multiplicative weight update framework (e.g.
[55, 52, 42, 73]), we get the following:
▶ Corollary 7. There exist (1 + ϵ)-approximate algorithms with expected running time Õ(n2 )
for the following problems:
1. minimum-cost maximum s-t flow in undirected vertex-capacitated graphs, and
2. minimum-cost maximum s-t flow in undirected unit-edge-capacity graphs.
Corollary 7 slightly reduces the n2+o(1) run time from [42, 43] to Õ(n2 ).3
The second set of applications are faster algorithms for variants of multi-commodity
flow problems using Theorem 1. For example, we achieve a static Õ((n + k)n)-time
polylog(n)-approximation algorithm for the congestion minimization problem with k demand pairs on unweighted vertex-capacitated graphs. This improves the Õ((m + k)n)-time
O(log(n)/ log log(n))-approximation algorithms implied by Karakostas [69] in terms of the
running time at the cost of a worse approximation ratio. See the full version for more detail.
3

We note that the result of [43] is deterministic.
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Finally, we apply Theorem 4 to the problem of maintaining effective resistance. Durfee
et al. [47, 46] presented a dynamic algorithm with Õ(n6/7 ) amortized update time for (1 + ϵ)approximately maintaining the effective resistance between a fixed pair of nodes. Plugging
our result in the algorithm of Durfee et al. leads to an n6/7+o(1) worst-case update time.
(Both of these results assume an oblivious adversary.)

1.3

Techniques

To prove the above results, the first key tool is the black-box reduction in Theorem 8 that
allows us to focus on almost-uniform-degree expanders4 . Theorem 8 works for a large class
of problems satisfying natural properties (defined in Section 2) which includes spanners,
cut sparsifiers, and spectral sparsifiers. Hence the theorem uses the term “α-approximate
sparsifier” without defining the exact type of sparsifier.
▶ Theorem 8 (Informal Blackbox Reduction, see full version for the formal statements). Assume
that there is an algorithm A that can maintain an α-approximate sparsifier on an n-vertex
graph G with the following promises:
G undergoes batches of edge deletions5 (isolated nodes are automatically removed),
G is unweighted,
after each batch of deletions, G is an expander graph, and
after each batch of deletions, G has almost uniform degree, i.e. the maximum degree ∆max
and the minimum degree ∆min are within a polylog(n) factor.
Then, there is another algorithm B with essentially the same amortized update time for
maintaining an α-approximate sparsifier of essentially the same size on a general weighted
graph undergoing both edge insertions and deletions. If A is adaptive or deterministic, then
so is B.
As it is well-known that many problems become much easier on expanders (e.g., [84,
83, 81, 67, 34, 72]), we believe that this reduction will be useful for future developments
of dynamic algorithms. For example, if one can come up with an adaptive algorithm for
maintaining (1 + ϵ)-cut sparsifiers on expanders, then one can immediately obtain the same
result on general graphs.
Our second technique is a new sampling scheme called proactive resampling: here we
constantly re-sample parts of the input graph so that, independent of an adversary’s computational power, a desired structure of the underlying graph can be always maintained;
see Section 2 for a high-level discussion of this technique. Since there are still few known
tools for designing algorithms that work against an adaptive adversary, we expect that our
technique will prove useful for the design of other adaptive algorithms in the future.
We further extend the black-box reduction from Theorem 8 to algorithms with worst-case
update time, which allows us to deamortize both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 with slightly
worse guarantees. It also easily implies Theorem 4.

1.4

Subsequent Development

Since this paper has appeared in April 2020, there have been exciting subsequent developments
based on techniques of this paper.

4
5

Expanders are graphs with high conductance (see Section 2). Intuitively, they are “robustly connected”
graphs.
That means, in each iteration the algorithm is given a set D ⊂ E of edges that are to be deleted.
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Our dynamic spectral sparsifiers with (1 + ϵ)-approximation but large query time (see full
version) has been employed as a blackbox subroutine in a line of work on faster algorithms for
exact max-flow [86, 85, 54], and also in [39] for making a dynamic polylog(n)-approximate
all-pairs max flow algorithm work against an adaptive adversary. In [14], the authors opened
the blackbox of our spectral sparsifier and combined our dynamic expander decomposition
with our sparsification techniques to obtain the first dynamic algorithms with o(n) update
time against an adaptive adversary for (1 + ϵ)-approximate global min cuts and all-pairs
effective resistances. Our almost-uniform-degree expander decomposition is also used in the
context of online algorithms [59].
Our proactive resampling technique has been extended in a follow-up work [30] for maintaining fully dynamic 3-spanners against an adaptive adversary, in contrast with polylog(n)spanners.

2

Overview

All our algorithms use a common framework based on expanders, which results in a reduction
from fully dynamic algorithms on general graphs to the special case of decremental algorithms
on expander graphs. The reduction holds for a general class of graph problems that satisfy
some criteria. These criteria are satisfied for spectral-sparsifiers, cut-sparsifiers and spanners.
In this section, we define the abstract criteria needed for our reduction (See Conditions 1-5
below), so that we only need to prove our algorithm once and apply it to all these types of
sparsifiers.
The overview is split into three parts. In Section 2.1 we show the reduction for amortized
update time. In Section 2.2 we show how to take advantage of the reduction by designing
efficient algorithms on expanders. Finally, in Section 2.3 we finish the overview with a sketch
of how to extend the reduction to worst-case update-time algorithms.

2.1

Reduction to Expanders: Amortized Update Time

We now outline our black-box reduction, which can preserve several nice properties of the
algorithms. That is, given an algorithm with property x running on expander, we obtain
another algorithm with property x with essentially the same running time and approximation
guarantee, where the property x can be “deterministic”, “randomized against an adaptive
adversary”, or “worst-case update time”. In this subsection, we focus on amortized update
time: see Section 2.3 for an overview of how to extend the reduction to apply to worst-case
algorithms.
The reduction holds for any graph problem that satisfies a small number of conditions.
We formalize a graph problem as a function H that maps (G, ϵ) for a graph G and parameter
ϵ > 0 to a set of graphs. We say a dynamic algorithm A solves H(ϵ) if for every input graph
G, algorithm A maintains/computes a graph H ∈ H(G, ϵ). For example we could define
H(G, ϵ) to be the set of all (1 + ϵ)-cut sparsifiers. So then saying “data structure A solves
H(ϵ)” means that A maintains for any input graph an (1 + ϵ)-cut sparsifier.

Pertubation Property
The first property required by our reduction allows us to slightly perturb the edges, i.e. scale
each edge {u, v} by some small factor fu,v bounded by 1 ≤ fu,v ≤ eϵ . Define ζ · G to be the
graph G with all edge-weights multiplied by ζ.
Let G′ be G scaled by up to eϵ , then G′ ∈ H(G, ϵ) and eϵ · G ∈ H(G′ , ϵ).

(1)
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Property (1) implies that G ∈ H(G, ϵ) for all ϵ > 0. For example any graph is a (potentially
dense) spectral approximation or spanner of itself. The property is also useful when we
want to discretize the edge weights. A common technique is to round edge weights to the
nearest power of eϵ in order to discretize the set of possible edge weights without changing
graph properties such as the spectrum or distances too much. Combined with the following
union property, this also allows us to generalize algorithm for unweighted graphs to support
weighted graphs.

Union Property
Sk
Say that G = i=1 Gi for some k and that s1 , ..., sk ∈ R. Then the union property is defined
as follows:
!
[
[
If Hi ∈ H(Gi , ϵ) and 0 ≤ si , then
si · Hi ∈ H
si · Gi , ϵ .
(2)
i

i

Combining this property with the previous pertubation property (1) gives us the following
reduction. Given a graph G with real edge weights from [1, W ], one can decompose G
into graphs G1 , ..., Gk , such that each Gi contains edges with weights in [e(i−1)ϵ , eiϵ ). One
can then use any algorithm that solves H on unweighted graphs to obtain Hi ∈ H(G′i , ϵ)
for all i = 1, ..., k, where G′i is the graph Gi when ignoring the edge weights. Then
S iϵ
S iϵ
i e · Hi ∈ H( i e · Gi , ϵ) ⊂ H(G, ϵ) by combining property (2) and (1). Thus one obtains
an algorithm that solves H on weighted graphs.

Reduction for Amortized Update Time
Loosely speaking, our black-box states the following. Say that we have a data structure
AX on a graph X that at all times maintains a sparsifier in H(X, ϵ) with amortized update
time T (AX ), but assumes the following restricted setting: 1) Every update to X is an edge
deletion (no insertion), and 2) X is always an expander. We claim that AX can be converted
into a fully dynamic algorithm A that works on any graph G, and has amortized update
time T (A) = Õ(T (AX )).
We first outline this black-box under the assumption that we have a dynamic algorithm
S
that maintains a decomposition of G = i Gi into edge disjoint expander graphs G1 , G2 , ....
This dynamic algorithm will have the property that whenever the main graph G is updated
by an adversarial edge insertion/deletion, each expander Gi receives only edge deletions,
though occasionally a new expander Gj is added to the decomposition. Thus one can simply
initialize AX on the expander Gj to obtain some Hj ∈ H(G, ϵ), when Gj is added to the
decomposition. Then whenever an edge deletion is performed to Gj , we simply update the
algorithm AX to update the graph Hj . By the union property (2) we then have that
!
[
[
H :=
Hi ∈ H
Gi , ϵ = H(G, ϵ).
i

i

So we obtain an algorithm A that can maintain a sparsifier H of G. We are left with proving
how to obtain this dynamic algorithm for maintaining the expander decomposition of G.

Dynamic Expander Decomposition
The idea is based on the expander decomposition and expander pruning of [80]. Their
expander decomposition splits V into disjoint node sets V1 , V2 , ..., such that the induced
subgraphs G[Vi ] on each Vi are expanders, and there are only o(m) edges between these
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expanders. In the full version we show that by recursively applying this decomposition on
the subgraph induced by the inter-expander edges, we obtain a partition of the edges of
G into a union of expanders. This means, we can decompose G into subgraphs G1 , G2 , ...,
S
where each Gi is an expander and i Gi = G. We show in the full version that the time
complexity of this decomposition algorithm is Õ(m).
We now outline how we make this decomposition dynamic in the full version. Assume
S
for now, that we have a decomposition of G into G = i G(i) , where for all i, the graph
G(i) has at most 2i edges, but each G(i) is not necessarily an expander. Further, each G(i)
S (i)
is decomposed into expanders G(i) = j Gj . To make this decomposition dynamic, we
will first consider edge insertions where we use a technique from [64]. Every edge insertion
performed by the adversary is fed into the graph G(1) . Now, when inserting some edges into
some G(i) , there are two cases: (i) the number of edges in G(i) remains at most 2i . In that
S (i)
case recompute the expander decomposition G(i) = j Gj of G(i) . Alternatively we have
case (ii) where G(i) has more than 2i edges. In that case we set G(i) to be an empty graph
and insert all the edges that previously belonged to G(i) into G(i+1) . Note that on average it
takes 2i−1 adversarial insertions until G(i) is updated, and we might have to pay Õ(2i ) to
recompute its decomposition, so the amortized update time for insertions is simply Õ(1).
For edge deletions we use the expander pruning technique based on [80] (refined from
[77, 76, 88]). An over-simplified description of this technique is that, for each update to the
graph, we can repeatedly prune (i.e. remove) some Õ(1) edges from the graph, such that
the remaining part is an expander. So whenever an edge is deleted from G, we remove the
(i)
(i)
edge from its corresponding Gj , and remove/prune some Õ(1) extra edges from Gj , so
that it stays an expander graph. These pruned edges are immediately re-inserted into G(1)
S
to guarantee that we still have a valid decomposition G = i G(i) . In summary, we are able
S
(i)
to maintain a decomposition G = i,j Gj of G into expander graphs. This decomposition
changes only by creating new expanders and removing edges from existing expanders, so we
(i)
can run the decremental expander algorithm AX on each Gj .

Contraction Property and Reduction to Uniform Degree Expanders
Many problems are easier to solve on graphs with (near) uniform degree. Thus, we strengthen
our reduction to work even if the decremental algorithm AX assumes that graph X has
near-uniform degree. On its own, the expander decomposition described above is only able
to guarantee that for each expander the minimum degree is close to the average degree;
the maximum degree could still be quite large. In order to create a (near) uniform degree
expander, we split these high degree nodes into many smaller nodes of smaller degree. In
order to perform this operation, we need the condition that whichever graph problem H we
are trying to solve must be able to handle the reverse operation, i.e. when we contract many
small degree nodes into a single large degree node.
When contracting W ⊂ V in both G and H ∈ H(G, ϵ),
let G′ and H ′ be the resulting graphs, then H ′ ∈ H(G′ , ϵ).

(3)

All in all, our black-box reduction shows that in order to solve a sparsification problem
H in the fully dynamic model on general graphs, we need to 1) show that H satisfies the
perturbation, union, and contraction properties above (Properties 1-3) AND 2) Design an
algorithm AX for H in the simpler setting where the dynamic updates are purely decremental
(only edge deletions), and where the dynamic graph G is always guaranteed to be a nearuniform degree expander.
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We now present the second main contribution of our paper, which is a new adaptive
algorithm AX on expanders. We conclude the overview with a discussion of the worst-case
reduction (Section 2.3), for which we will need two additional properties of the problem H.

2.2

Adaptive Algorithms on Expanders

We showed above that maintaining a sparsifier in general graphs can be reduced to the same
problem in a near-uniform-degree expander. Thus, for the rest of this section we assume that
G = (V, E) is at all times a ϕ-expander with max degree ∆max and min-degree ∆min , and
that G is only subject to edge deletions. Let n = |V |, m = |E|. In this overview, we assume
that 1/ϕ and ∆max /∆min are O(polylog n), and we assume ∆min ≫ 1/ϕ. Define IncG (v) to
the edges incident to v in G.
We now show how to maintain a O(log(n))-approximate cut-sparsifier H in G against
an adaptive adversary; it is not hard to check that H is also a spanner of stretch Õ(1/ϕ),
because a cut-sparsifier of a ϕ-expander is itself a Ω̃(ϕ)-expander, and hence has diameter
Õ(1/ϕ). See full version for details.

Static Expander Construction




1
We first show a very simple static construction of H ⊆ G. Define ρ = Θ̃ ∆∆2 maxϕ2 = Θ̃ ∆min
,
min
with a sufficiently large polylog factor. Now, every edge is independently sampled into H
with probability ρ, and if sampled, is given weight 1/ρ. To see that H is a cut sparsifier,
consider any cut X, X̄, with |X| ≤ n/2. We clearly have E[|EH (X, X̄)|] = ρ|EG (X, X̄)|, so
since every edge in H has weight 1/ρ, we have the same weight in expectation. For a high
probability bound, want to show that Pr[|EH (X, X̄)| ∼ ρ|EG (X, X̄)|] ≥ 1 − n−2|X| ; we can
then take a union bound over the O(n|X| ) cuts of size |X|.
Since the graph is an expander, we know that |EG (X, X̄)| ≥ volG (X) · ϕ ≥ |X| · ∆min · ϕ =
Ω̃(|X|∆min ). Thus, by our setting of ρ = Θ̃(1/∆min ), we have E[|EH (X, X̄)|] ≥ |X| log2 (n).
Since each edge is sampled independently, a chernoff bound yields the desired concentration
bound for |EH (X, X̄)|.

Naive Dynamic Algorithms
The most naive dynamic algorithm is: whenever the adversary deletes edge (u, v), resample
all edges in IncG (u) and IncG (v): that is, include each such edge in H with probability
ρ. Efficiency aside, the main issue with this protocol is that the adversary can cause some
target vertex x to become isolated in H, which clearly renders H not a cut sparisifer. To see
this, let y1 , . . . , yk be the neighbors of x. The adversary then continually deletes arbitrary
edges (y1 , z) ̸= (y1 , x), which has the effect of resampling edge (x, y1 ) each time. With very
high probability, the adversary can ensure within log(n) such deletions (y1 , z) that (x, y1 ) is
NOT included in H; the adversary then does the same for y2 , then y3 , and so on.

Slightly Less Naive Algorithm
To fix the above issue, we effectively allow vertices u and v to have separate copies of edge
(u, v), where u’s copy can only be deleted if u itself is resampled. Formally, every vertex v
S
will have a corresponding set of edges Sv and we will always have H = v∈V Sv , where all
edges in H have weight 1/ρ. We define an operation SampleVertex(v) that independently
samples each edge in IncG (v) into Sv with probability ρ. The naive implementation of
SampleVertex(v) takes time O(degG (v)) = O(∆max ) time, but an existing technique used
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in [71, 45, 32] allows us to implement SampleVertex(v) in time O(ρ∆max log(n)) = Õ(1).
(The basic idea is that the sampling can be done in time proportional to the number of edges
successfully chosen, rather than the number examined.)
The dynamic algorithm is as follows. At initialization, construct each Sv by calling
S
SampleVertex(v), and then set H = v∈V Sv . Whenever the adversary deletes edge (u, v),
replace Su and Sv with new sets SampleVertex(u) and SampleVertex(v), and modify
S
H = v∈V Sv accordingly. By the above discussion, the update time is clearly Õ(1). We
now show that this algorithm effectively guarantees a good lower bound on the weight of
each cut in H, but might still lead to an overly high weight. Consider any cut (X, X̄).
By the expansion of G, the average vertex x ∈ X has IncG (x) ∩ EG (X, X̄) ≥ ϕ∆min . For
simplicity, let us assume that every vertex x ∈ X has IncG (x) ∩ EG (X, X̄) = Ω̃(ϕ∆min ) =
Ω̃(∆min ), as we can effectively ignore the small fraction of vertices for which this is false.
Now, say that an operation SampleVertex(x) succeeds if it results in |Sx ∩ EG (X, X̄)| ∼
ρ|IncG (x) ∩ EG (X, X̄)|. Because of our setting for ρ and our assumption that IncG (x) ∩
EG (X, X̄) = Ω̃(∆min ), a Chernoff bound guarantees that each SampleVertex(x) succeeds
with probability 1−n−10 . Now, since the adversary makes at most m updates before the graph
is empty, each SampleVertex(x) is called at most n2 times, so there is a 1 − n−8 probability
that every call SampleVertex(x) is successful; we call such vertices always-successful. A
simple probability calculation shows that Pr[at least |X|/2 vertices in X are always-successful]
≥ 1 − n−2|X| , which allows us to union bound over all cuts of size X. Thus, at all times, half
the vertices in X have |Sx ∩ EG (X, X̄)| ∼ ρ|IncG (x) ∩ EG (X, X̄)|; assuming for simplicity
that this is an “average” half of vertices, i.e. that these vertices have around half of the edges
S
crossing the cut, we have |EH (X, X̄)| ≥ | x∈X Sx ∩ EG (X, X̄)| ≳ ρ|EG (X, X̄)|/2.
The above idea already implies that we can maintain a sparse graph H where each cut is
expanding, i.e. a sparse expander, against an adaptive adversary. As an expander has low
diameter, H is a spanner. Therefore, we are done if our goal is a dynamic spanner algorithm.
Unfortunately, this algorithm is not strong enough for maintaining cut sparsifiers, as
√
the algorithm may result in |EH (X, X̄)| ≫ ρ|EG (X, X̄)|. Let ∆max ∼ n, and consider
√
the following graph G. There is a set X of size n such that G[X] is a clique and G[X̄] is
√
√
n-degree-expander. There is also a n-to-1 matching from X to X̄: so every vertex in
y ∈ X̄ has exactly one edge ey crossing the cut. It is easy to check that G is an expander.
The adversary then does the following. For each y ∈ X̄, it keeps deleting edges in E(y, X̄)
until ey is sampled into Sy ; with high probability, this occurs within O(log(n)/ρ) deletions
S
for each vertex y. Thus, at the end, H ⊇ y∈X̄ Sy contains all of EG (X, X̄).

Better Algorithm via Proactive Sampling
We now show how to modify the above algorithm to ensure that w.h.p., |EH (X, X̄)| =
Õ(ρ|EG (X, X̄)|); we later improve this to |EH (X, X̄)| = O(ρ log(n)|EG (X, X̄)|). We let time
S
t refer to the tth adversarial update. As before, we always have H = v∈V Sv , and if the
adversary deletes edge (u, v) at time t, the algorithm immediately calls SampleVertex(u)
and SampleVertex(v). The change is that the algorithm also calls SampleVertex(u)
and SampleVertex(v) at times t + 1, t + 2, t + 4, t + 8, t + 16, . . .; we call this proactive
sampling. The proof that |EH (X, X̄)| ≳ ρ|EG (X, X̄)|/2 remains basically the same as before.
We now upper bound |EH (X, X̄)|.
The formal analysis is somewhat technical, but the crux if the following key claim:
for any (u, v) ∈ G, we have that after t adversarial updates, Pr[(u, v) ∈ H at time t] ≤
2ρ log(t) ≤ 2ρ log(m). We then use the key claim as follows: consider any cut (X, X̄). If every
edge in EG (X, X̄) was independently sampled into H with probability at most 2ρ log(m),
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then a Chernoff bound would show that |EH (X, X̄)| ≤ 4ρ log(m)|EG (X, X̄)| with probability
at least 1 − n−2|X| , as desired. Unfortunately, even though every individual edge-sampling
occurs with probability ρ, independent of everything that happened before, it is NOT the
case that event e ∈ H is independent from event e′ ∈ H: the adversary is adaptive, so its
sampling strategy for e′ can depend on whether or not e was successfully sampled into H
at an earlier time. Nonetheless, we show in the full proof that these dependencies can be
disentangled.
Let us now sketch the proof for the key claim. The edge (u, v) can appear in H because
it is in Su or Sv at the time t. Let us bound the probability that (u, v) ∈ Su at time t.
Let Tschedule (u) be all times before t for which SampleVertex(u) has been scheduled by
proactive sampling: so whenever the adversary updates an edge (u, v) at time t′ , times
t′
t′ , t′ + 1, t′ + 2, t′ + 4, t′ + 8, . . . are added to Tschedule (u). Let Tschedule
(u) ⊂ [t′ , t] be the
state of Tschedule (u) at time t′ . Now, we say that a call to SampleVertex(u) at time t′
t′ +1
is relevant if Tschedule
(u) = ∅. Observe that for (u, v) to be in Su at time t, it must have
been added during some relevant call SampleVertex(u), because every non-relevant call is
followed by another call before time t which invokes again SampleVertex(u) and thereby
deletes the previously sampled set Su and replaces it by a new one. We complete the proof
by claiming that there are at most log(t) relevant calls SampleVertex(u). This is because
if a relevant call occurs at t′ , then proactive sampling adds some time t∗ to Tschedule (u) such
that (t′ + t)/2 ≤ t∗ ≤ t; thus, there can be no relevant calls in time interval [t′ , (t′ + t)/2]. So
each relevant call halves the possible time interval for other relevant calls, so there are at
most log(t) relevant calls.
We now briefly point out why this modified algorithm has |EH (X, X̄)| = Õ(ρ|EG (X, X̄)|),
rather than the desired |EH (X, X̄)| = O(ρ log(n)|EG (X, X̄)|). Consider again the graph G
√
consisting of a vertex set X of size n such that G[X] is a complete graph, and let X be a
√
√
n-degree expander in G[X]. Additionally, we have a n-to-one matching, i.e. every vertex
√
in X is matched to n vertices in X. The graph is still an expander as argued before.
√
Now observe that ∆max = 2 n and we obtain a first sparsifier H at time 0 of G where
we have weight on the cut, i.e. |EH (X, X̄)|/ρ, of size ∼ n (which is the number of edges
S
crossing). In particular, the weight on edges in |EH (X, X̄) ∩ x∈X Sx |/ρ ∼ n, i.e. the
vertices in X carry half the weight of the cut in the sparsifier. But over the course of the
algorithm, the adversary can delete edges in the cut (X, X) that are in G \ H. Observe
S
that the resampling events do not affect edges in EH (X, X̄) ∩ x∈X Sx since none of the
√
deleted edges is incident to any such edge (recall the n-to-one matching). The adversary
can continue until the cut only has weight in G of |X|∆min ϕ without violating the expander
and min-degree guarantees. But then the weight in H on the cut is still ∼ n while the weight
in G is only ∼ n(∆max /∆min )ϕ. Thus, we only obtain a ∼ (∆max /∆min )ϕ-approximation
(plus a log n-factor from proactive sampling might appear).

Final Algorithm
To resolve the issue above, we would like to ensure that the edges in EH (X, X̄) are resampled
when |EG (X, X̄)| changes by a large amount. We achieve this with one last modification
to the algorithm: for every v ∈ V , whenever degG (v) decreases by ζ = ϕ∆min , we run
SampleVertex(w) for every edge (v, w) ∈ G. It is not hard to check that each vertex will
only resampled a total of O(∆2max /ζ) = Õ(∆max ) additional times as a result of this change
which is subsumed by Õ(m) when summing over the vertices. (A naive implementation of
the above modification only leads to small amortized update time, but this can easily be
worst-case by staggering the work over several updates using round-robin scheduling.) We
leave the analysis of the approximation ratio for the full version.
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By using the convenient lemma which says that any cut sparsifier on an expander is also
a spectral sparsifier, we also obtain an adaptive algorithm for spectral sparsifier.

2.3

Reduction to Expanders: Worst-Case Update Time

We now outline how to extend our black-box reduction to work with worst-case update time.
We again assume there exists some algorithm AX that maintains for any graph G a sparsifier
H ∈ H(G, ϵ), provided that G stays a uniform degree expander throughout all updates, all
of which are only edge deletions.
The condition that G always remains an expander is too strong, but we can use expander
pruning to maintain the property from the perspective of AX . Consider some deletion in G:
although G may not be an expander, we can use pruning to find a subset of edges P ⊂ E(G),
such that G \ P is an expander. We then input all edges in P as deletions to AX , so the
graph G \ P in question is still an expander: AX thus returns H ∈ H(G \ P, ϵ). Then based
on property (1) and (2) it can be shown that H ∪ P ∈ H(G, ϵ). So by taking all the pruned
edges together with the sparsifier H of G \ P we obtain a sparsifier of G, even when G itself
is no longer an expander.
Unfortunately this dynamic sparsifier algorithm has two downsides: (i) The maintained
sparsifier is only sparse for a short sequence of updates, as otherwise the set of pruned edges
becomes too large and thus the output H ∪ P becomes too dense. (ii) The algorithm only
works on graphs that are initially an expander.

Extending the algorithm to general graphs
To extend the previous algorithm to work on general graphs, we run the static expander
decomposition algorithm. As outlined before, we can decompose G into subgraphs G1 , G2 , ...,
S
where each Gi is an expander and i Gi = G. We can then run the algorithm, outlined
in the previous paragraph, on each of these expanders and the union of all the obtained
sparsifiers will be a sparsifier of the original input G.
Similar as before, one downside of this technique is that the size of the sparsifier will
increase with each update, because more and more edges will be pruned. Thus, the resulting
dynamic algorithm can only maintain a sparsifier for some limited number of updates.

Extending the number of updates
A common technique for dynamic algorithms, which only work for some limited number
of updates (say k updates), is to reset the algorithm after k updates. If the algorithm has
preprocessing time p and update time u, then one can obtain an algorithm with amortized
update time O(p/k + u). However, the worst-case complexity would be quite bad, because
once the reset is performed, the old sparsifier (from before the reset) must be replaced by
the new one. Listing all edges of the new sparsifier within a single update would be too
slow. There is a standard technique for converting such an amortized bound to an equivalent
worst-case bound. The idea is to slowly translate from the old sparsifier to the new one,
by only listing few edges in each update. For this we require another property for H that
guarantees that the sparsifier stays valid, even when removing a few of its edges.
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Transition Property
Consider some H1 , H2 ∈ H(G, ϵ), and we now want to have a slow transition from H1 to H2 ,
by slowly removing edges from H1 from the output (and slowly inserting edges of H2 ). The
exact property we require is as follows:
Let H1 , H2 ∈ H(G, ϵ) and H ⊂ H1 , then (eδ − 1)H ∪ H2 ∈ H(G, ϵ + δ).

(4)

Here H ⊂ H1 represents the remaining to be removed edges (or alternatively H1 \ H are the
remaining to be inserted edges). Exploiting this property we are able to obtain a O(p/k + u)
worst-case update time.
As the output grows with each update, we must perform the reset after k = O(n) updates,
otherwise the output becomes too dense. This is unfortunate as the preprocessing time is
p = Ω(m), because one must read the entire input, which is too slow to obtain a subpolynomial
update time. This issue can be fixed via a sparsification technique based on [49], presented
in the full version. By using this technique, we can make sure that m = O(n1+o(1) ) and thus
the preprocessing time will be fast enough to allow for O(no(1) ) update time.
For this sparsification technique we require the following transitivity property.

Transitivity Property
If H ∈ H(G, ϵ), then H (H, δ) ⊂ H (G, δ + ϵ) .

(5)

Intuitively this means that an approximation H of G and an approximation H ′ of H, then
H ′ is also a (slightly worse) approximation of G.
Properties 1-5 above are precisely the properties required of a graph problem by our blackbox reduction for worst-case update time. We show in the full version that the sparsifiers
discussed in this paper (spectral sparsifier, cut sparsifier, spanner) satisfy all these properties.

Sparsification Technique
We now outline the sparsification technique, whose formal proof is presented in the full
version. Let G be an arbitrary graph. We partition the edges of G into equally sized
subgraphs G1 , G2 , ..., Gd for some d > 1. Note that, if we have ε-approximate sparsifiers
S
H1 , ..., Hd of G1 , ..., Gd , then i Hi is a ε-approximate sparsifier of G by property (2). In
S
addition, if we have a ε-approximate sparsifier H of i Hi , then H is a (2ε)-approximate
sparsifier of G by property (5). This allows us to obtain a faster algorithm as follows: If G
has m edges, then each Gi has only m/d edges, so the dynamic algorithm runs faster on
S
these sparse Gi . Further, since the Hi are sparse (let’s say O(n) edges), the graph i Hi has
only O(dn) edges and maintaining H is also faster than maintaining a sparsifier of G directly,
if dn = o(m). The next idea is to repeat this trick recursively: We repeatedly split each Gi
into d = no(1) graphs, until the graphs have only O(n1+o(1) ) edges. This means we obtain
some tree-like structure rooted at G, where each tree-node G′ represents a subgraph of G and
its tree-children are the d subgraphs G′1 , ..., G′d of G′ . For the graphs that form leaves of this
tree, we run our dynamic sparsifier algorithm. We also obtain a sparsifier H ′ of any non-leaf
Sd
tree-node G′ , by running our dynamic algorithm on i=1 Hi′ , where the Hi′ are sparsifiers of
the child-tree-nodes G′i of the tree-node G′ . Thus all instances of our dynamic algorithm
always run on sparse input graphs. However, there is one downside: When some sparsifier
Hi′ changes, the sparsifier H ′ must also change. Let’s say some edge is deleted from G, then
the edge is deleted from one leaf-node of the tree-structure, and this update will propagate
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from the leaf-node all the way to the root of the tree. This can be problematic because
when the dynamic algorithm changes some c > 1 many edges of the sparsifier for each edge
update, then the number of updates grows exponentially with the depth of the tree-like
structure. In [49] Eppstein et al. circumvented this issue by assuming an extra property
which they call stability property, which essentially says that this exponential growth does
not occur. Our modified sparsification technique no longer requires this assumption, instead
we balance the parameter d carefully to make sure the blow-up of the propagation is only
some sub-polynomial factor.
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